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On Finite Ramsey Numbers
ANDREW THOMASON
In the first section of this paper it is shown that the bipartite Ramsey number br(m, n) satisfies
br(m, n)~2m(n -1)+ 1. (Beineke and Schwenk [1] conjectured brim, n) = 2m(n -1)+ 1 but Irving
[17] showed that equality does not always hold.) The second section gives a conjecture for the
Ramsey numbers of the complete graphs, and lastly the numbers of monochromatic K 4s in
certain colourings of K' are investigated.
INTRODUCTION
This paper is written in three parts. The first contains a proof of "half" a conjecture
of Beineke and Schwenk [1] concerning a bipartite Ramsey problem. The second gives
what the author believes to be the first plausible conjecture for the values of the Ramsey
numbers r(K n ) , which have so long defied analysis. The last section is concerned with
counting monochromatic subgraphs of a two-coloured complete graph. In particular, an
earlier conjecture of the author generalizing Goodman's theorem [13], of which a special
case was independently conjectured by Evans, Pulham and Sheehan [9], is disproved.
Note that throughout this paper, a graph G of order r is often thought of as a colouring
of the edges of the complete graph K' in which the red edges span a subgraph isomorphic
to G; similarly a colouring is often regarded as a graph. This should cause no confusion.
The set of vertices joined to a vertex x by red (or blue) edges is denoted by Red(x) (or
Blue(x)). The orders of Red(x) and Blue(x) are denoted by red(x) and blue(x). The
Ramsey number of a graph G is written reG). The smallest integer r such that any
colouring of the edges of K' with red and blue yields a red K S or a blue K' is denoted
by res, t); thus r(K m ) = rem, m). All other notation is in Bollobas [3].
1. A BIPARTITE RAMSEY PROBLEM
It is easily shown that if r is large enough, then any colouring of the edges of K"', the
complete bipartite graph with two colours, will result in a monochromatic K":", where
K":" is a given complete bipartite graph. Denote by br(m, n) the least integer r for which
this holds. Beineke and Schwenk [1] conjectured that brim, n) = 2m(n -1) +1 for m ~ n,
which is trivially true if m = 1. Corollary 2 below shows that for all m and n, brim, n) ~
2m (n -1) +1. Beineke and Schwenk proved that br(2, n) ~ 4n - 3, and gave a construc-
tion involving Hadamard matrices which shows that br(2, n) =4n - 3 for infinitely many
values of n. They also proved br(3, 3) = 17. Harary [16] included in his list of eight
outstanding Ramsey problems that of determining brim, n) in the five cases 3 ~m, n ~ 5
and m +n ~7. Irving [17] proved br(3, n)~8n -7, and armed with the construction of
Beineke and Schwenk, which holds good for m = 3 also, settled two of the cases mentioned
by Harary.
However, Irving disproved the general conjecture as follows. He gave a new method
for determining upper bounds for the Zarankiewicz numbers z (m, n; s, t) (the maximal
number of edges in a bipartite graph G (m, n) with no subgraph isomorphic to K S " ; see
[3, Section VI.2]). This method, though it does not yield new asymptotic results, is very
sharp for small values of m, n, sand t, and is especially good when m =nand s = t.
Consequently Irving was able to prove that br(4, 4) ~ 48, thereby disproving Beineke
and Schwenk's conjecture. For m ~ 21 the method shows that brim, m) <~ . 2m(m -1),
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and probably it can be improved to give br(m, m) = 0 (2m (m -1)), as m -+ 00. Irving's
approach is however powerless when n is large compared with m. The next theorem
covers all cases.
Let s be a fixed integer and let K S' s have vertex set Xu Y, X 11 Y = 0, and edge set
{xy; x EX, Y E Y}. Define a K":" to be an induced subgraph with vertex set P u 0, where
P <X, Ipl = m, Q e Y and 10I= n. It is important to see here that a K m.n is distinguished
from a K":". This distinction was made long ago by Erdos and Rado [7], and is vital
here for the proof of Theorem 1. In these terms the conjecture of Beineke and Schwenk
is that if s ~ 2m (n -1) + 1 then every two-colouring of K S ' s yields a blue K":", a blue
K":"; a red K":" or a red K":": Theorem 1 shows that K S ' s contains either a blue K":"
or a red K":": In the notation of [7] this means that if
s = 2m (n -1) + 1 then C) -+ (: ;).
THEOREM 1. Let s = 2m(n -1) with 1~ m ~ n. Suppose that K S' s is coloured with red
and blue so as to contain neither a blue K":" nor a red K":", Then each vertex of K S' S is
adjacent to exactly ts red edges and ts blue edges (unless m = n = 2). Furthermore, any
colouring ofK s + I •s yields a blue K":" or a red K":":
PROOF. Observe first of all that the second part of the theorem follows from the
first. For suppose Ks+I,s be coloured without a blue K":" or a red K":"; choose y E Y
and Xl, X2 EX with XlY red and X2Y blue. Then K s+ I• s - Xi, i = 1, 2 is a colouring of K S' s
with no blue K":" or red K":" and so y is adjacent to exactly ts red edges in each. But
y is adjacent to more red edges in K s +1 .s - X2 than it is in s:": - Xl.
The proof is by induction on m. If m = 1 and K S' s contains no blue K I •n or red s::'
then blue(x) ~ n - 1 for each X EX and red(y) ~ n - 1 for each y E Y. Hence K s.s has
at most Lxexblue(x) < stn -1) blue edges, and similarly at most s(n -1) red edges. But
the total number of edges is S2 = 2s(n -1), and so equality holds throughout, establishing
the case m = 1.
Let now m be fixed, m ~ 2, and suppose that the theorem holds for smaller values of
m. Let t = s/2. Suppose that there is a vertex i EX with blue (i) > s/2. There are two
cases to consider: first when there is a vertex y E Y with red(y) > s/2, and secondly
when red(y) ~ s/2 for each y E Y.
If there is ayE Y with red(y) >s/2, it may be assumed by symmetry that iy is
blue. Then Blue(i)-y and Red(y) span a K t+ l •t which by the induction hypothesis
contains either a blue sr> or a red srr:', But together with i or y this gives a
blue K":" or a red K":".
On the other hand, if red(y) ~ s/2 for each y E Y it is enough to show that each blue
Ku,2~-U(n-l)+1 gives rise to a blue KU+I,2~-U-l(n-I)+t, 1~ u ~m -1. (Since bluetf') >s/2,
i.e. there is a blue Kl.2~-1(n-I)+I, this shows that there is also a blue K m•n.) Suppose
then that there is a blue KU.2~-u(n-I)+1 with vertex sets P and Q, P eX, Ipi = u, 0 e Y,
101 = 2m - u (n -1) +1 = 2A+ 1, say. Let b be the number of blue edges between X - P
and O. Since red(y) ~ s/2 for each yEO e Y it follows that b ~ 101 (s/2 - u). If for each
X EX - P, [Bluetx) 11 01 ~ 2m - u - l (n -1) = A holds, then
Ix -piA ~b ~Iol (s/2-u),
that is
(s -u)A ~(2A + 1) (s/2-u),
so
u(A +1)~s/2.
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As s = 2u + 1,\ this gives u (,\ + 1);;;. 2u,\ , which is false unless u = 1 and m = n = 2. Hence
for some XEX-P, !Blue(x)nQ!;;;.2m-U - 1(n-1)+1 holds, and so Blue(x)nQ and
Pu{x} span a blue KU+l.2~-W-l("_l)+\ as required. As remarked above, this means that
K'" has a blue K":",
Therefore, in any colouring of KS's with no blue K":" or red K":", no vertex i exists
with blue(i) > s/2; hence blue(x),,;; s/2 for each x E X, and similarly red(y) ~ s/2 for
each y E Y. But this is just the case m = 1 again, and the theorem is proved.
It is interesting to note that the case in which the proof breaks down, namely n =m =2,
is indeed an exceptional case to the theorem. Figure 1 shows a non-regular colouring
of K 4•4 containing no monochromatic K 2 ,2 . The red edges are shown solid, the blue
edges are dotted. The missing edge may be either colour.
FIGURE 1. A colouring of K 4 ,4 with no monocharomatic K 2,2 .
However, every colouring of K 5,5 yields a monochromatic K 2,2, and the following
corollary then results.
COROLLARY 2. brtm, n)";; 2m(n -1) +1.
2. SOME CONJEcruRES
Much effort has been spent by various mathematicians in an attempt to determine the
numbers r(K m ) . To date, however, only two exact values are known, namely r(K 3 ) =6
and r(K 4 ) =18. The bounds 42,,;;r(K 5) ,,;; 55 are also known, the lower bound due to
Hanson [15] and the upper bound to Walker [22]. Erdos showed [4] that r(K m ) >cm2m / 2
and Erdos and Szekeres [8] that riK'") <4m;although these bounds have been marginally
improved it is still not known for example that rlK'") < (4 - e )m.
Below is a conjecture which the author believes to be plausible. Four independent
heuristic arguments in its favour were given in [20] but are not reproduced here for
reasons of space.
Let K" + E" be the graph obtained by joining n independent vertices to every vertex
« s».
This conjecture is trivially true when m = 1 and its truth for m = 2 follows from
Goodman's theorem [13]. This is implicit in Walker [21] (who showed that r(K m ) ,,;;
r(K 2 + E r(m-2,m»),,;; 4r(m - 2, m) + 2) and appears explicitly in Rousseau and Sheehan
[18]. Observe that if we assume the existence of a constant ILm such that r(K m + E")";;
2mn +""m, then ILm can be evaluated CJLm = 2m(m-2)+2) using induction on m and
noting r(K m + E I ) =r(K m + I ) ,,;; r(K m - 1 + Em+~). The existence or otherwise of ILm will
be discussed briefly at the end of the next section.
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(F)
One of the arguments in favour of the conjecture assumes that in a best possible
colouring of a complete graph K' with no monochromatic K'", the following holds:
if k < m and K is a red complete subgraph, X the set of
vertices joined to K entirely by red edges and x eX, (*)
then IRed(x)n(X uK)1 =11K uX -{xli.
The 1appears since we consider edges to be coloured red with probability 1. Loosely
speaking, if we put ak = the number of vertices joined to a red «: by red edges, then
ak = IXlandaK+1 = IRed(x)nXI =1(k +ak -1)-k. This gives a, = (1)k(r -1)-(k -1) and
putting am - 1~ 0 gives r~ 2m - \ m - 2) + l.
To adapt this "argument" to the off-diagonal case r(s, r), replace 1(the probability of
red) by p, and so ai; = Pk (r -1) - (k -1). Putting a.-1 ~ 0 gives
(
s - 2) 1/.-1
v< --~ r-l '
and likewise
t 2) 1/t-1
q ~ (,=1 ,where q = 1-p.
Define r*(s, t) by r*(s, t) = u + 1, where u is the largest integer for which
(
S _2)1/.-1 +( t_2)1/t-1 ~ 1
u-l u-l
holds. It might be hoped that r*(s, t) is a good approximation to r(s, t). Indeed r*(s, t)
fits in well with the known general bounds on r(s, t) (see [3, Section V.6]), but the most
remarkable results are for small values of sand t. For instance, r*(2, t) = r(2, t) = t;
r*(4, 3) = r(4, 3) = 9; r*(5, 3) = 13, r(5, 3) = 14; r*(6, 3) = r(6, 3) = 18; r*(7, 3) = r(7, 3) =
23; r*(4, 5) = 28, r(4, 5) ~ 28 and r*(6, 4) = 41, r(6, 4) ~ 44.
3. THE NUMBER OF MONOCHROMATIC SUBGRAPHS
Denote by min(K m, r) the smallest number of monochromatic K":« which occur in a
colouring of K' with red and blue. Clearly r(K m) = min{r; min(K m,r) >O}so the determi-
nation of min uc: r) is more difficult than that of r(K m). Goodman [13] has determined
min(K 3 , r), and Erdos [5] showed that there is a constant Cm whereby Cm ~
(~)-1 min(Km, r)<2 1-(,;) holds. Erdos also conjectured in [5] that min(Km, r)-(~)21-(';)
for large r.This conjecture is based on the fact that the average number of monochromatic
Kms in a colouring of K' is (~)21-(';).
The only progress made in determining min(Km, r) for m ~4 is due to Giraud [11],
who showed that min(K4 , r) > i6W for large enough r.
Returning to the discussion at the end of the previous section, one might guess that
in a best possible colouring of K' (i.e. with fewest monochromatic Kms) each monochro-
matic K k is in ak=2-k(r-l)-(k-l) monochromatic K k+1S. On putting rk=
2k - 1(k - 2) + 1 this gives
• ( m ) (r) 11m r - rk
mm K ,r ~ 2 k=3 «r:"
Note that for k = 3 this is Goodman's theorem, and the general case would imply
r(Km)~2m-1(m -2)+2 (since r z-r.; implies min(Km,r»O). For m =4 (F) becomes
. (K 4 ) r(r -1)(r - 5)(r -17)
mm ,r ~ 768 . (F4)
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This case was conjectured independently by Evans, Pulham and Sheehan [9]. The main
aim of this section is to show that (F4) is false (and so therefore (F) also). This is done
in Theorem 5.
Let F be a graph, and let u, v be vertices of F. Define the function l/J = l/Jp on the
edges of F and its complement F by l/J(f) = l/J(uv) = 1 if the edge [= uv is in F, that is
t E E (F), and l/J (f) = l/J (uv ) = -1 if the edge [ is in E (F). If X c:. E (F) u E (F), define
l/J(X) =n!ex l/J(f).
Now let G be a graph of order m, with e edges and automorphism group Aut G, and
choose an ordering u 10 •• • ,Um of the vertices of G which will remain fixed. Let n be
the set of all r(r -1) ... (r - m + 1) ordered m-tuples of the vertices of K', Given a
spanning subgraph H of G and an element w = ( W1o W 2,' •• , wm ) of n, define H(w) to
be the set of edges {WiWj ; uiu, E E(H)} c:. E(K r ) . Suppose that F is a graph of order r (for
instance F may be the red subgraph of a colouring of K'). F may be identified with a
subgraph of K', so that E(K r ) = E(F) u E(F). The next theorem gives a method of
counting the copies of G in F. Although its form does not appeal at first sight it will
prove very useful in later calculations.
LEMMA 3. The number of (unlabelled) subgraphs of F which are isomorphic to G is
1
2e lA t GI I I l/Jp (H(w)).U H cGwelJ
PROOF. Let N be the number of subgraphs of F isomorphic to G. Then clearly
2elAut GIN = I Il (1 +l/J(f),
welJ!eG(w )
since the right-hand product is 2e if every edge of G(w) is in F and zero otherwise. On
expanding the product we get
2elAut G IN = I I l/J (X)
w elJXcG(w)
= I I l/J(H(w»
welJHcG
= I I l/J(H (w».
H cGwelJ
Of course, given a colouring of the edges of «; l/J may be defined in the same way
as before by letting F be the subgraph generated by the red edges, and so the number
of red copies of G in K' is
1
2e lA t GI I I l/Jp (H(w)).U n e o wea
Similarly the number of blue copies is
1 - -
2elA t GI I I l/Jp(H(w), where l/J(f) = -l/Jp(f) = l/Jp(f).U n e o wea
Thus rf(H(w)) = l/J(H(w)) if H has an even number of edges, and rf (H(w) = -l/J(H(w))
if H has an odd number of edges. This observation leads to the following.
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LEMMA 4. The number of monochromatic subgraphs ofK' isomorphic to 0 is
2" 11~ t 01 L' L IjJp(H(w»,u HCGWEll
where the first sum is taken over those spanning subgraphs H of 0 with an even number
of edges.
Note that when H is the subgraph with no edges
L IjJ(H(w» =r(r -1) ... (r - m + 1) =rm(1 +0(1».
WEll
Thus, if for each non-empty subgraph H with evenly many edges it were true that
L IjJ(H(w»>o(r m ) ,
WEll
this would prove Erdos's conjecture. Unfortunately this is not the case; consider for
instance H = 0 = K 4 , F ' = K""', giving L IjJ(H(w» = -39t4 +0(t4 ) = -Hr 4+0(r4 ) .
We now define two colourings of K ' and count exactly the number of monochromatic
K 4s in each. Both these colourings have the property of being (r -1)/2 regular in both
red and blue and each red or blue edge is in exactly (r - 5)/4 monochromatic triangles.
The corresponding graphs are known as conference graphs after Belevitch [2]. For any
such colouring, Giraud [10] has shown that the number of monochromatic K 4s is
[r(r -1)/768][r2 -20r +81 +A~(r + 1)(r -2)(r - 3)], where jAI~ 1.
The first of our colourings is the well known Paley graph Pq obtained when r = q is a
prime power congruent to 1 (mod 4). The vertices of Pq are the elements of the field IFq
and two vertices are adjacent if and only if their difference is a square in IFqo The second
construction is due to Goethals and Seidel [12]. The n x n matrix S is called a conference
matrix if it is symmetric or skew-symmetric, has zero diagonal and all other entries 1
or -1, and satisfies SST = nI -J. (This definition differs from that of [12].) It turns out
if S is symmetric that A = t(S +J - 1) is the adjacency matrix of a conference graph.
Goethals and Seidel showed that if S is a conference matrix then S ®S + I ®J - J ®I is
a symmetric conference matrix of order n 2 (where ® denotes the tensor product). The
corresponding graph is denoted by S*. Suitable skew matrices S are known to exist for
all orders n with n + 1 = 2' IT (p~i + 1), where t ~O and p~i =3 (mod 4).
IfH is some graph of order 4 with at most five edges, the number of induced subgraphs
in a conference graph F which are isomorphic to H is determined completely by the
order of F. This number can be calculated easily from the fact that if F has order r then
F and F are regular of degree (r -1)/2 and every edge of For F is in (r - 5)/4 triangles
in F of F respectively. These numbers then determine the sums LWEllljJ(H(w»; these
sums are displayed in Figure 2 for graphs with an even number of edges.
When F is the graph Pq the function ljJ(xy) becomes X(x -y) where x, y ElFq and X is
the quadratic residue character. (In fact for a conference graph F, IjJp behaves exactly
like a quadratic character, and such sums as Lx ljJ(xy) = 0 and Lx ljJ(xy )1jJ(xz) = -1, familiar
in the case IjJ = X, can be used to verify Figure 2.) The sum L = LWEllljJ(K\w» then
becomes
L X«x - y )(x - z )(x - t)(y - z )(y - t)(z - t» = q(q -1) L X(uv(u -1)(v -1)(u -v»;
x.y.z.t u,v
this sum equals q(q -1)(4a 2-2q), where q = a 2+b 2 , a is odd, and q and a are coprime
ifq=p« andp=1(mod4).
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D
r (r-I) (r-2)( r-3)
2r (r-I)
-r(r-l)(r-3)
N
-r(r-l)(r-3)
2r (r-I)
FIGURE 2. Subgraphs of K 4 •
This can be proved by elementary means (i.e. using only the two identities L X (x) = 0
and Lx(x(x-y))=-1) once the transformation r=(u-1)jv, s=(v-1)ju has been
made. t For the sum becomes
Y = L X(uv(u -1)(v -1)(u -v)) =L x(rs(r -s)(1-rs)),
u.v r.s
and defining yet) = Lr.sx(rs(r - s )(t - rs)) the equations
q-1
-2-(y2(1)+y2(n))= L Y\t)= 2q2(q-1)
,>'0
can be verified (where n is a non-residue). Hence q2=(~y)2+(~Y(n))2=
(a 2- b2)2 + (2ab )2, and since it can be shown that ~Y is odd and coprime to q it follows
that Y = 2(a 2-b 2)= 4a 2-2q. A fully detailed proof is given in [20].
There is some similarity between this result and the famous formula of Jacobsthal,
namely L x(x (x 2-1)) = 2a; the sums give the odd integer part in the representation as
the sum of two squares of q and q2 respectively.
The sum L was evaluated independently by Evans, Pulham and Sheehan [9] in the
case of prime q; for such q they also established Theorem 5(i) below.
THEOREM 5. Letq == 1 (mod 4) be a prime power, i.e. q =p". Then q = a 2+b 2for some
integers a and b, where a is odd and chosen coprime to q if P == 1 (mod 4). Let S be a skew
conference matrix of order n satisfying SST=nI -J. Then the colourings of K' given by
Pq and S* have
(i) q~6~1){(q -5)(q -17)+4(a 2-1)} and
(ii) n2~:; 1){(n2_ 5)(n 2-17) - 4(n -1)(n -7)}
monochromatic K 4s respectively.
t I am grateful to David Allwright of Pembroke College for drawing my attention to this transformation.
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PROOF. Using Figure 2 and Lemma 4, the number of K 4s is
r(r -1) L
--((r -2)(r -3)-12(r -3) +6+24 -3(r -3)}+-768 768'
where r = q or n 2. In the first case it was shown above that L =
q(q-1)Lu,vX(uv(u-1)(v-1)(u-v)), which sums to q(q-1)(4a2-2q). This takes
care of the first part of the theorem.
The vertices of the graph S* may be labelled (a, a), (b, (3) etc. where 1 :!f; a, b, a, (3, ... :!f;
n.1f the ijth entry in S is labelled <{J(i,j) then 1/1 ((a, a), (b, (3)) = <{J(a, b)<{J(a, (3)+8ab -8"f3'
using here the Kronecker delta. We wish to evaluate the sum
L = L 1/1 ((a, a )(b, (3))I/1((a, a )(c, y)) .. , 1/1((c, y )(d, 8)).
a,b,c,d,",f3,"y,S
On expanding each 1/1((*, *), (*, *)) and multiplying out we get the sum of terms such as
-8ab8bc8f3s<{J(a, c)<{J(a. y)<{J(a, d)<{J(a, 8)<{J(c, d)<{J(y, 8).
This summand is zero, since 8ab8bc is zero unless a =c, and <{J (a, c) is zero if a =c.
Another example would be
8ab8cd<{J(a, c)<{J(a, y)<{J(a, d)<{J(a, 8)<{J(b, c)<{J({3, y)<{J(b, d)<{J({3,8),
The sum of these over all a, b, c, d, a, {3, y, 8 is
L <{J(a, c)4<{J(a, y)<{J(a, 8)<{J({3, y)<{J({3, 8)
a,c,",f3,"Y,S
=nin -1) L <{J(a, y)<{J(a, 8)<{J({3, y)<{J({3, 8).
",f3,"Y,S
Since
L <{J (x, y) = 0 and L <{J (x, y)<{J (x, z) = -1 +n8y z
this becomes
x x
n (n -1) L <{J (a, y)<{J ({3, y)(n8"f3 -1)
",f3,"Y
= n2(n -1)(n 2-n) = n 3(n _1)2.
Similar calculations yield at length
L = -2n 2(n2-1)(3n 2-16n +12)+Z2,
where
Z = L <{J (a, b)<{J (a, c)<{J (a, d)<{J (b, c)<{J (b, d)<{J (c, d)
a,b,c,d
is the only sum which cannot be evaluated using (**), However Z = 0 since S is skew
and the term with (a, b, c, d) = (x, y, z, r) cancels with the term (a, b, c, d) = (y, x, z, t).
The formula in the theorem is now easily obtained.
Assertion (F4) claims that
. (K 4 ) r(r -1)(r - 5)(r -17)
mm ,r ~ 768 '
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The Paley graphs tend to support this ; they never go below this bound and achieve it if
and only if q = n 2 + 1. (It is shown in [20] that if q =v" =n 2 + 1 then a = 1, that is, q is
a prime.) However, when n > 7 the graphs S* refute (F4). The smallest counterexample
has order 112 = 121. There is a graph S* of order 192 = 361 which refutes (F) for m =5
also, having only 79 860 420 K 5s as against 80820500 asserted by (F).
The graphs Pq are useful in so far as they approximate well to the ideal of the "random"
graph where an edge is red with probability ]. This means that ",(H(w», as w varies, is
1 about as often as it is -1. The Riemann hypothesis for algebraic curves over a finite
field enables this vague remark to be formulated more precisely. ]bis result, as proved
by Weil [23], states (in weakened form) that ILx x(f(x»1 ~ 2gJq, where f is a "well
behaved" polynomial of genus g ; i.e. the number of distinct roots of f equals the degree
of f. In this case g + 1~ deg f. An elementary proof of Weil's theorem can be found in
Schmidt [19].
The next theorem illustrates the use of Weil's theorem in the study of Paley graphs.
From the theorem the results
. ( qm(1 +0(1» (m n) m (1 (1»
mm o.s,« e II GI and r K +E ~2 n +02 Aut
can be deduced. (Here min(G, q) is the minimum number of monochromatic copies of
G in a colouring of K q . ) Both these results are more easily obtained by random graph
methods; indeed the second appears in [6] and the first is implicit in [5]. The advantage
of the present method is that a specific graph is displayed with the desired properties.
THEOREM 6
(i) If q < 2mn (1- Bn - 1/2) then Pq contains no K'" +En; here B is a positive number
depending only on m.
(ii) If G is a fixed graph of order m, with e edges and automorphism group Aut G, then
the colouring of K q given by Pq contains
monochromatic copies of G.
PROOF
(i) It is enough to show that in Pq each K'" is contained in (q/2 m)(1 + O(q-1 /2» Km+ls;
hence there will be a positive number A depending only on m whereby if 2mn>
q(l +Aq-1/2), each K'" will be contained in fewer than n sr:'« and Pq will contain no
Km+E n •
Choose then a red K" in P, with vertex set Xl, .•• , xm.For z e V(K m) and Y c V(K m),
define "'(z, Y) = I1yeY "'(zy) . If z is joined to each Xi by red , the sum Lxe V(K m) ["'(zx)-
1] =LYCV(K m ) "' (z , Y ) is Z'"; otherwise. it is zero. Consequently if t is the number of
K m + 1 •• h K'" hs containing t e ,t en
2mt=LL"'(Z, Y)=LL"'(Z, Y).
z Y Y z
Now if Y,c0 then settingf(z )=I1yeY(z-y) we have L"' (z, Y)=Lx(f(z» where
f(z) is a well behaved polynomial in z, By the result of Weil, L "'(z, Y) = O(q 1/ 2); this
is clearly true even though the sum is not over all vertices of V(Pq ) but excludes those
vertices of V(Km).1f Y=0 then L"'(z, Y) =q-m. Hence t=(q/2m)(1+0(q -I/2».
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(ii) Consider the colouring Pq of K". By Lemma 4, the number of monochromatic G
is
ze 111 t GI L' L l/J(H(w».u HcGweO
If H is the graph with no edges then Lweo l/J(H(w» =q(q -1) ... (q - m + 1). Otherwise,
if Ui is a vertex of non-zero degree in H then l/J(H(w» =X(f(Wi» where f is a well
behaved polynomial in Wi with coefficients depending on the Wi> j f;. i. Thus
Lweo l/J(H(w» =«:: .O(ql/2) where the sum is first over Wi and then over the remaining
Wj' Hence
L' L l/J(H(w»=qm(l+O(q-l /2».
HcGweO
Theorem 6 illustrates the way in which Pq can be thought of as "a random graph".
(Note that the case G =x': of Theorem 6 has been established independently by
Blanchard; see [11].) This idea has a straightforward extension. If U and v are integers
and q is a prime power congruent to 1 (mod 2v), a "random graph" with the probability
of each edge being u/v is constructed as follows. Let g be a primitive root for q, and
for x ElFq - {OJ define log(x) = t, where x =cs'. 0~ t < v and c =d " for some d e f q- The
edges of the graph with vertex set Fq are now those pairs (x, y) such that log(x - y) E U,
where U c {O, 1, ... , v -1} has order u. (This idea when v = 3 was used of course by
Greenwood and Gleason [14].) The properties of this "random graph" will be developed
elsewhere.
The final theorem gives bounds on r(K m+En) showing that it grows "almost linearly"
with n, as suggested in Section 2. A similar theorem appears in [6], though the present
upper bound is slightly sharper and the method easier.
PROOF. The lower bound is immediate from Theorem 6(i). To establish the second
inequality, define r(K m+En, K P +E q ) as the least integer r such that every colouringof
K' with red and blue produces either a red K'" +En ora blue X" +E".SinceKo +En =En
it follows that r(Ko +En, K P +E q ) = n, (p > 0) and rtK." +En, KO +E q ) = q, (m > 0).
By the usual argument, in a two-colouring of K S , where s =
r(K m- l +En, K P +E q ) +-uc: +En, K P - l +E q ) , it may be assumed that there is a vertex
x such that Red(x);3 r(K m- l +En, K P +E q ) , and so Red(x) contains either a blue K P +E"
or a red «r:: +En which with X forms a red x': +En. Thus the inequality
r(K m+En, K P +E q ) ~ r(K m- l +En, K P +E q ) +r(K m+En, K P- l +E q )
holds from which
follows. Hence
r(K m+En) ~2(2:-1)n =[(2,:~11) + (2mm-l) ]n ~22m- ln.
We observe finally that the most immediate case of the conjecture is r(K 5 ) ~ 50, and
that the discussion of Section 2 suggested that a search for a colouring of K 4 9 where
every edge was in 11 triangles, every triangle in four K 4s and with no monochromatic
K 5 , would be worthwhile. No such colouring exists, however, as was shown in [20].
Finite Ramsey numbers
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